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Affiliate Marketing has establishing itself as a valuable and sophisticated 
acquisition channel for brands. The IAB Affiliate Marketing Working Group 
continues to publish this annual industry review to explore current 
experiences and plans with Affiliate Marketing amongst marketers and 
agencies in Australia.

Affiliate Marketing is continuing to experience significant growth amid the 
turbulence brought about by COVID-19 and the lockdown. Nearly seven in 
ten of the survey participants saw an increase in affiliate spend across 2021, 
with a similar amount looking to increase their investment in 2022. 

This increase in affiliate and partnership investment by brands is directly 
assisting in driving positive business outcomes with three quarters of the 
respondents indicating that affiliate revenue increased in 2021 and 76% 
noted that their overall business performance improved over the course of 
the pandemic.

Notably, the channel has perceived value for marketers. When compared 
with other marketing activities, 72% of respondents rated affiliates a 7 out of 
10 or higher for return on investment, and 65% of respondents rated the 
channel a 7 out of 10 or higher for customer acquisition. The most valued 
affiliate type to work with was rated as Reward partners, which includes 
cashback and loyalty.

It is common for affiliate marketers to use more than the traditional Cost per 
Action (CPA) payment model through the channel, and nearly three quarters 
are happy to offer exclusive promotions to affiliates.

With the coming retirement of the third-party cookie, some current methods for 
digital marketing and its measurement and tracking compliance will continue to 
be challenges. Worryingly amongst affiliate marketers in this survey, 62% of 
brands are not yet making steps to track without third-party cookies, or did not 
understand the need to move away from third party cookie tracking. It’s 
important for brands to make plans to adjust their marketing and measurement 
to ensure smooth continuity into the future. The IAB and Affiliate Marketing 
Working Group will continue to provide information and guidance on this topic 
throughout 2022

The 2022 affiliate industry review demonstrates how important affiliate 
marketing is for Australian brands. Continued growth, and positive success 
metrics, are making this an invaluable channel during a time of uncertainty and 
disruption.

David Glasgow
Navigate Digital
& IAB Affiliate Workgroup Chair

introduction.



This research was designed and conducted by the IAB Australia 
Affiliate Marketing Working Group. 

The group conducted an industry survey over December 
2021/January 2022 and responses were gathered from over 140 
industry participants who operate affiliate marketing programs in 
Australia. 

This report makes comparisons to previous IAB affiliate marketing 
industry surveys conducted in November 2020 (n=130) and 
September 2019 (n=70).

The survey was designed to 
explore advertiser and 
agency experiences and 
plans with affiliate marketing. 

Advertiser 
(company or 
brand), 80%

An advertising 
agency, 20%

respondent sample business type

methodology.
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Under a year, 
16%

1 to 3 years, 
45%

4 to 5 years, 
21%

6 to 8 years, 7%

Over 8 years, 
11%

number of years engaged in affiliate marketing

4 in 10 survey respondents (39%) have 5 years or more experience with affiliate marketing. There is a greater prevalence of less
experienced affiliate marketers responding to the industry survey this year. 61% of respondents have 3 years or less experience, compared 
to 48% in 2021.
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base all respondents n=141
Q - How long have you been engaged in affiliate marketing?

4 in 10 
respondents 
(39%) with 5 
years or more 
experience with 
affiliate 
marketing.

experience with affiliate marketing.



With the greater prevalence of less experienced affiliate marketers responding to the industry survey this year, those from advertising 
agencies who predominantly manage their client's affiliate programs themselves, do have less clients than agencies surveyed in the prior 
year. Most agencies are managing 10 or less clients engaged in affiliate marketing (77%). Most agencies are also managing the affiliate 
programs themselves on behalf of clients (76%) rather than outsourcing. 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base advertising agencies n=25
Q -How many of your clients engage in affiliate marketing?, Who is currently responsible for managing your clients affiliate programs?

1 to 5, 65%

6 to 10, 12%

11 to 15, 8%

More than 15, 
15%

number of clients engaged in affiliate marketing

We manage the affiliate 
program ourselves, 76%

We outsource management 
to affiliate networks and/or 

SaaS platforms, 24%

responsibility for managing affiliate programs

agency experience with affiliate marketing.



Advertisers/brands engaging in affiliate marketing come from a range of company sizes from small to large and most (61%) are managing 
the program themselves in-house.
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=102 
Q- What best describes the type of company that you work for?, Who is currently responsible for managing your affiliate program?

In-house, 61%

Agency, 26%

Network, 13%

responsibility for managing affiliate program

Small business 
(less than 50 

employees), 25%

Medium business 
(50 to 250 

employees), 32%

Large business 
(More than 

250 
employees), 

43%

type of company

advertiser experience with affiliate marketing.



Affiliate marketers operate across a range of industries and in other markets. Nearly half of survey respondents are operating in the retail 
industry (similar to the proportion of survey respondents from previous years).  

59% operate in an overseas market (down from 67% last year). 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022, Base agency & brand/advertisers n=127 
Q- Which of the following industry sectors does your company, or clients companies, operate in?, Outside of Australia, do you or your clients operate affiliate marketing programs in any of these other markets?

49%

34%

13%

13%

12%

11%

10%

9%

7%

6%

5%

5%

4%

4%

4%

2%

Retail

Fashion

Technology

Travel

Home Furnishings & Appliances

Food & Beverages

Cosmetics & Pharmaceuticals

Finance

Communications and Telco

Insurance

Education

Utilities

Entertainment

Media

Automotive

Charities

industries of operation

41%

36%

28%

25%

15%

41%

USA

UK

Asia

Other European
country

Other

No other markets

countries of operation

scope of operations.



Affiliate marketers invest across a range of monthly budgets. In 2022 expenditure of affiliate marketing has slightly lifted on the previous 
year, with more investing in the $10k - $50k range. 60% invest more than $10k per month (up from 54% last year). 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022, Base agency & brand/advertisers n=127 
Q- On average, what is your gross monthly spend on affiliate marketing? If you are an agency, please estimate the average monthly spend per client across all your clients.

7%

23%

16%

20%

15%

19%

10%

20%

10%

28%

16% 16%

average monthly spend on affiliate marketing

2021 2022

average monthly spend.



Nearly 7 in 10 (69%) are reporting their budgets for affiliate marketing have increased over the last year. The previous survey also 
reported a similar increase in spend over the prior year. 

68% intend to increase their spend on affiliate marketing again over the next year. 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  Q- Over the past year, how has your overall spend, or your clients overall spend, on affiliate marketing changed?, 
Thinking about next year, how do you anticipate your Affiliate Marketing spend, or your clients Affiliate Marketing spend, to change?

Increased, 69%

Stayed the 
same, 18%

Decreased, 9%

Don't 
know/Not sure, 

3%

spend change over the last year

Increase, 68%

Stay the same, 
18%

Decrease, 4%

Don't 
know/Not sure, 

10%

intention to change spend over next year

investment changes.



Budget for affiliate marketing can come from multiple business areas but is most often funded by the marketing department (79%). There 
has been a slight increase in budgets coming from the marketing department compared to last year (from 70% in 2021 to 79% in 2022). 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q-Which department/s does your, or your client's, Affiliate Marketing budget currently come from?

70%

29%

10%
4%

79%

21%

13%

4%

Marketing eCommerce Sales Product

business area budgets for affiliate marketing come from

2021 2022

budget areas for affiliate marketing.



Similar to last year, CPA remains the predominant way to reward publishers within affiliate programs, however it is also common to use 
other models in parallel. 15% are paying bonuses to partners for reaching certain goals (assessed for the first time in the 2022 survey). 
Again, this year the most common allocation of CPA commission is the total to the last referring affiliate partner (82%). 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127 
Q- Which payment models are you or your clients actively using through the affiliate channel?, What attribution rules or settings do you typically use to pay your partners for your affiliate campaigns?

85%

10%

7%

82%

7%

12%

Last Click (pay commission out entirely
on the last referring affiliate partner)

First Click (pay the first referring
affiliate partner)

Custom (pay multiple affiliate partners
throughout the purchase journey)

attribution rules used to pay partners

2021 2022

93%

39%

20%

11%

2%

92%

38%

21%

5%

6%

15%

CPA (cost per action, commission)

Tenancy Fees (fees for placements, e.g.
eDM inclusions)

CPC (Cost per click)

CPL (Cost per lead)

CPM (Cost per thousand impressions)

Bonuses to partners for reaching certain
goals

payment models actively used

2021 2022

payment models.



share contribution to online revenue.
For most respondents affiliate marketing can contribute up to 20% of total online revenue (for 82%), but contribution levels vary across 
companies. 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q - How much does affiliate marketing contribute to the online revenue of your business, or your clients business on average?

26%

18%

20%

17%

7%

12%

0 to 5% 6% to 10% 11% to 15% 16% to 20% More than 20% Don't know/not sure

share contribution of affiliate marketing to total online revenue



value of affiliate models.
On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being most valuable, Reward Models (incl. Cashback Websites, and Loyalty/Points Programs) were rated 
on average as the most valuable to brands and agencies. The value and ranking for each model has not changed over the last year.
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q - How valuable do you rate the following affiliate models? Please rate these options 1 to 10, with 1 being least valuable, and 10 being most valuable.

av
er

ag
e 

ra
tin

g

more valuable

less valuable

7.9

7.5

7.2

6.9

6.7

6.6

6.3

6.3

6.2

6.0

Reward (incl. Cashback Websites, and…

Content

Email

Social (e.g. Influencers)

Paid search

Comparison Shopping Engines

Coupon & deal

Media buyers (e.g. buying space in apps)

Website technology providers (e.g. retargeting,…

Browser Extensions

value rating for affiliate models



measuring success.
On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being most important, sales, ROI and new customer acquisition were on average rated the more important 
success metrics when assessing affiliate marketing. The importance of these metrics has not changed over the last year.
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q - How much does affiliate marketing contribute to the online revenue of your business, or your clients business on average?

8.9

8.8

8.6

7.5

7.4

7.1

Volume of sales

Return on Investment (ROI)

New customer acquisition

Customer Lifetime Value

Brand awareness

Average Order Value

importance of success metrics

av
er

ag
e 

ra
tin

g
more important

less important



ROI success compared to other activities.
On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being higher performing, affiliate marketing was rated on average 7.8 for delivering return on investment 
compared to other marketing activities. 72% of respondents rated affiliate marketing as 7 or above out of 10 as higher performing for ROI 
compared to other marketing. The average rating for ROI remains unchanged compared to survey results from last year. 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q - Compared to other marketing activities, how do you rate affiliate marketing for achieving the following marketing results. Please rate these options from 1 to 10, with 1 being lower performing, and 10 being higher performing.

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

affiliate marketing compared to other marketing activities for delivering return on 
investment

lower performing higher performing

average 
rating

7.8



customer acquisition and retention success.
On a scale of 1 to 10, with 10 being higher performing, 65% of respondents rated affiliate marketing as 7 or above out of 10 in 
achieving customer acquisition compared to other marketing activities. 43% of respondents rated affiliate marketing as 7 or above out of 
10 in achieving customer retention compared to other marketing activities.  The average rating for customer acquisition remains 
unchanged on survey results from last year, assessment of customer retention was included in the survey for the first time this year. 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q - Compared to other marketing activities, how do you rate affiliate marketing for achieving the following marketing results. Please rate these options from 1 to 10, with 1 being lower performing, and 10 being higher performing.

lower performing higher performing
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

affiliate marketing compared to other marketing activities for 
delivering customer acquisition

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

affiliate marketing compared to other marketing activities for 
delivering customer retention

lower performing higher performing

average 
rating

7.3

average 
rating

6.5



usage of exclusive promotions.
Just over 7 in 10 (72%) of brands and agencies offer exclusive promotions to their affiliate partners, this is up slightly on last year (68% in 
2021).

19
Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q - Do you offer exclusive promotions to affiliates?

Yes, 72%

No, 28%

offer exclusive promotions to affiliates



adding affiliate partners to the program.
Most brands and agencies (83%) are adding affiliate partners to their programs at least monthly, either through recruitment or by 
approving affiliate applications to join the program. Nearly half (47%) are doing this at least weekly.  
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  
Q - How often do you, or your clients, add affiliate partners to your program, either through recruitment or by approving affiliate applications to join your program?

Daily, 10%

Weekly, 37%

Monthly, 36%

Quarterly, 11%

Annually or less, 
6%

frequency of adding affiliate partners to the program

Nearly half (47%) are adding 
affiliate partners at least weekly.



impact of covid pandemic on business.
Most brands and agencies (75%) have reported increases in revenue from the affiliate channel during the pandemic. Overall, most 
businesses in the survey reported a positive impact from the pandemic, 75% having improved overall business during the last two years of 
the pandemic. Note that nearly half of the survey sample are in the retail industry and online retail has boomed in Australia during the 
pandemic. No businesses surveyed had paused temporarily or shut down their business during the pandemic.  
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  Q - Over the past two years, how did the affiliate channel perform in terms of revenue during the pandemic for your business or 
your client's business?, Over the past two years, how has the pandemic affected your overall business or your client's overall business in Australia? 

Increase 
significantly, 41%

Increase slightly, 
34%

Stay the same, 
15%

Decrease slightly, 
8%

Decrease 
significantly, 3%

affiliate channel revenue during the pandemic

Improve 
significantly, 42%

Improve slightly, 
34%

Stay the same, 8%

Worsen slightly, 
12%

Worsen 
significantly, 5%

pandemic impact on overall business



usage of third-party cookies.
In recent years, browsers and operating systems have been moving away from, and will ultimately retire third-party cookies, to increase 
consumer privacy.  4 in 10 (41%) respondents continue to use third-party cookies to track Affiliate Marketing with a further 28% not 
understanding the way they are tracking and whether it is dependent on third-party cookies. 

Nearly a third (31%) are not yet making any preparations to track without the use of third-party cookies or are not understanding the issue. 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127.  Q - How do you track your affiliate marketing activity?, In recent years, browsers and operating systems have been moving away 
from 3rd party cookie storage as a way to increase user privacy. This includes Apple's Intelligent Tracking Prevention (ITP) initiative. Are you/your clients' affiliate programs ready to track without the use of 3rd party cookies?

Yes, 37%

Not yet but making 
steps, 31%

No, 11%

I don't know what 
this means, 20%

preparedness to track 
without the use of third-party cookies 

39%
34%

24% 25%

41%

28%
25%

28%

Third-party cookie First-party cookie Server-to-server Don't know

ways used to track affiliate marketing

2021 2022



industry education and training.
Further information, education or training on advertiser best practices for affiliate marketing and on attribution measurement would be 
valuable industry resources for brands and agencies. 
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Source: IAB Affiliate Marketing and Partnership Industry Survey 2022 Base brand/advertisers n=127. 
Q - Which of the following areas of affiliate marketing would you find it valuable for the industry to provide more information, educational materials or training?

58%

56%

42%

41%

38%

36%

32%

31%

27%

22%

Advertiser best practice

Attribution

Tracking compliance

De-duplication policies

Commission hierarchies

Publisher best practice

Advanced training

ITP compliance

App tracking

Foundational training

valuable industry information or training



further resources.
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https://iabaustralia.com.au/resource/member-qa-series-affiliate-marketing-signal/
https://iabaustralia.com.au/resource/member-qa-series-affiliate-partnership-marketing-trends-outlook/
https://iabaustralia.com.au/event/affiliate-partnerships-uncovered-lessons-learnt-in-2020/
https://iabaustralia.com.au/resource/iab-australia-affiliate-marketing-handbook-2020/


T (02) 9211 2738
E iabaustralia@iabaustralia.com.au
A Suite 101, Level 1, 54 Foveaux St, Surry Hills, 2010

iabaustralia.com.au
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